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THE COMPACT OPERATORS ARE NOT
COMPLEMENTED IN   J>(Jf)

JOHN B.   CONWAY

Abstract. If $? is an infinite dimensional Hubert space then

it is shown that the space of compact operators is not complemented

in the space of all bounded operators.

The purpose of this note is to prove a Theorem which most of my

colleagues "know" without ever having seen or heard of a proof. The

statement is as follows.

Theorem. If 3tf is an infinite dimensional Hilbert space and <€ is the

space of all compact operators on Jt then there is no bounded projection

of 38i$f) it he space of all bounded operators on Jf) onto ré'.

More general theorems can be found in [1] and [2].

To prove this we first introduce the following notation. For any set /

let r=TiI) be all bounded functions from / into C; and let c0=c0(7)

be all functions on /which vanish at infinity (i.e. for each e>0 the set of

points iel for which |/(/)|_£ is finite). We use the fact that there is no

bounded projection of/œ onto c0. All my colleagues seem to have heard of

or seen a proof of this fact, although too few have seen the proof due to

R. Whitley [3].

Let {e{:iel} be an orthonormal basis for Jf and for each index /e/let

Pi be the orthogonal projection of 3f onto the one-dimensional span of

e{. If/ is an element of/00 then

p(f) = lAOPt
iel

defines a bounded operator on M' (this sum is the limit in the weak

operator topology of the net of all finite partial sums). It follows that p

is an isometry of /°° into ^(Jf ) and

(1) Pic0)^.
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Now define o: J'pf)-.-/00 by a{T)(i)=(Tei, et) for each Te@(3f) and

iel. Again a is a linear map and ||o-(£)||^||£||. Also

(2) o(V)=c0, and

(3) o-ípí/j^/foreach/inf0.

So if 7T is a bounded projection of á?(Jf ) onto if, a°tr°p is a bounded

projection of/00 onto c0. Thus, no such map 77 can exist.

Notice that this also says that there is no linear lifting of the Calkin

algebra into âS{3^).
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